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INTRODUCTION

MatrixGPT harnesses the power of artificial intelligence (AI) to bring your imagination to life. MatrixGPT is a multiple AI 

application including Text-to-Image, Image-to-Image, Text-to-Speech, Talking Face, and more in the future.

Let us awaken your inner artist.



MatrixGPT is an AI-powered project that brings your ideas to life through 
cutting-edge image creation with our text-to-image and image-to-image.
We offer the Staking with unbeatable high APR and the most generous 
Revenue Share program.

In cryptocurrency, MatrixGPT stands out as an AI art generator with 
unparalleled resources, a dedicated core team, a thriving ecosystem, 
and practical ways to make real money fast and furiously. 

What is MatrixGPT?

Vision

Unlock Your Imagination with MatrixGPT! 

Join our journey to revolutionize art creation and monetization with us.



$MAI - the central token that serves as the key to the MatrixGPT world of limitless 
earning potential. 
From MatrixGPT AI bot that automatically creates high-quality images, to the lucrative 
Staking with high APR, the special Revenue Share program, and the NFT generating 
feature, $MAI opens the doors to a world of financial opportun

$MAI Token

Our Telegram bot and Discord bot not only showcase the art generated by our 
app but also run advertising campaigns for other projects and tokens.
20% share of the fees will be sent to the Reward pool for holders.

 We will soon release Standard and Premium versions. Standard users will be able 
to generate a maximum of 5 images per day at no cost, while Premium users will 
have access to additional features, for a fee. 
20% of this revenue will be sent to the Reward pool for holders.

Revenue Model

Invest in the future with $MAI today.

AI Art Generator Service

AI Bot Ads Service

Currently, all users can use our MatrixGPT AI bot for free.



UTILITIESUTILITIES

Our flagship product, MatrixGPT Bot, is an AI-powered 
text-to-image bot, currently compatible with Telegram 
(Discord Coming Soon). 

There are 2 simple ways:

Getting started as an ARTIST now! The only limit is your imagination!

MatrixGPT Bot

Text to Image

How to generate images in MatrixGPT?

OPTION 1: Use our AI Bot Web Page
  1. Go to https://ai.matrixgpt.ai/
  2. Type your “Text Prompt” 
  3. Click “Make Image” 

OPTION 2: Use our MatrixGPT bot on Telegram
  1. Go to MatrixGPT Telegram Portal Group
  2. Command “/MAI” + "Text Prompt”
  3. Enter to generate the image



Image to Image

This is a captivating feature that tells stable diffusion to build 
the prompt on top of the image you provide, preserving the 
original's basic shape and layout.



Transform any written text into a natural-sounding voice, 
without the hassle of recording or hiring a voice artist.  

Text�to�Speech

Our technology generates realistic facial animations and 
lip-syncs based on your text input, making every conversation 
unique and entertaining. 

Talking Face



Staking

Our staking platform also gives the $MAI token staking options with a 
high APR level in the market, up to 1000%. 
       Staking Fee: 2%
       Early Unstaking Fee: 5% (2% is burnt, 3% is sent to the Reward pool)

To stake $MAI, simply connect your wallet, then choose the total 
number of $MAI you want to stake with. Each staked amount has a 
different ROI.



THE MOST APPEALING PRESALE EVERTHE MOST APPEALING PRESALE EVER

Low tax: 1% Buy/Sell

MatrixGPT has NO ROOM for the jeet developers who try to monetize from high 
taxes BUT ALSO is built for an anti-dump scheme of tokens. The low tax of 1% 
Buy/Sell is important here and the team does NOT keep your taxes. 

           1% Buy Tax is divided into 2 parts: 
                 0.5% is converted to $BUSD to reward holders daily (go to the website 
and claim it each 24 hours)
                 0.5% is used for Marketing
            1% Sell Tax is divided into 2 parts:
                 0.5% used for Marketing 
                 0.5% is used for Buyback & Burn



A 5% bonus on your token purchase will be added to the first 200 contributors to the $MAI Presale on PinkSale. The more you 
buy, the more you earn.

Tax-free trading privilege will be granted to the first 100 contributors to the $MAI Presale on PinkSale. They are whitelisted 
for NO TAX when both buying and selling $MAI.

10 BNB will be rewarded directly to the biggest buyer in our Presale who buys the most $MAI.

All contributors to the $MAI Presale on PinkSale will be whitelisted for free-mint of our soon-to-be-released NFT collection.

First come first served as V.I.P

Join the exclusive club of early investors and enjoy premium perks! There are 4 V.I.P appreciations for our early investors:



HOLDER BENEFITS

Holders GET back 0.5% of Buy Tax. 0.5% cut of the 1% Buy Tax is converted 
into $BUSD rewards for all holders every 24 hours. 
Holders GET 20% revenue-sharing from our AI MatrixGPT bot (Premium 
package fees).
Holders GET 20% revenue-sharing from Ads Service on MatrixGPT bots

Currently, all users can use our AI tool to generate an 
unlimited number of high-quality images for free. 

Free�to�use AI art generator

Prosper Together: Share Taxes, Share Revenue 



The collection of 10,000 NFTs is created with our own 
MatrixGPT’s No-Code NFT creation  feature. Presale 
contributors are whitelisted for free miny

MatrixGPT DAO empowers all investors in the $MAI Presale 
by granting them a voice, a vote, and a range of benefits. 

Private DAO

Part of the profits and utility fees will be used to buy back 
the tokens and burn them. Specifically, a 0.5% cut of the 
1% Sell Tax is used to BUY BACK and BURN.

Buyback and burn

AI�powered NFT collection 



Staking
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INVESTORS Buy $MAI

USERS
AI Art Generator
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ROADMAPROADMAP

phase 1 phase 2 phase 3

Build the core team and brainstorm
Release Website
Release Whitepaper
Release Text To Image Beta Version
Release Image To Image Beta Version

Build Community
Pre-Launch Marketing
Deploy token
CMC Fast Tracking
Presale on PinkSale
Launch on PancakeSwap
Release Staking
Post-Launch Marketing
CEX Listing

Update Text To Image model
Release Text To Image 1.0
Release Image To Image 1.0
Release Text To Speech
Release Talking Face
Release NFT Collection



MatrixGPTMatrixGPT

https://twitter.com/MatrixGPT

https://t.me/MatrixGPT_ann

https://matrixgpt.ai


